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Renowned Israeli historian, Ilan Pappe's groundbreaking book revisits the formation of the State of

Israel. Between 1947 and 1949, over 400 Palestinian villages were deliberately destroyed, civilians

were massacred and around a million men, women, and children were expelled from their homes at

gunpoint.Denied for almost six decades, had it happened today it could only have been called

"ethnic cleansing". Decisively debunking the myth that the Palestinian population left of their own

accord in the course of this war, Ilan Pappe offers impressive archival evidence to demonstrate that,

from its very inception, a central plank in IsraelÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s founding ideology was the forcible

removal of the indigenous population. Indispensable for anyone interested in the current crisis in the

Middle East.
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Starred Review. In his latest work, renowned Israeli author and academic Pappe (A History of

Modern Palestine) does not mince words, doing Jimmy Carter one better (or worse, depending on

one's point of view) by accusing Israel of ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity beginning in

the 1948 war for independence, and continuing through the present. Focusing primarily on Plan D

(Dalet, in Hebrew), conceived on March 10, 1948, Pappe demonstrates how ethnic cleansing was

not a circumstance of war, but rather a deliberate goal of combat for early Israeli military units led by

David Ben-Gurion, whom Pappe labels the "architect of ethnic cleansing." The forced expulsion of

800,000 Palestinians between 1948-49, Pappe argues, was part of a long-standing Zionist plan to

manufacture an ethnically pure Jewish state. Framing his argument with accepted international and



UN definitions of ethnic cleansing, Pappe follows with an excruciatingly detailed account of Israeli

military involvement in the demolition and depopulation of hundreds of villages, and the expulsion of

hundreds of thousands of Arab inhabitants. An accessible, learned resource, this volume provides

important inroads into the historical antecedents of today's conflict, but its conclusions will not be

easy for everyone to stomach: Pappe argues that the ethnic cleansing of Palestine continues today,

and calls for the unconditional return of all Palestinian refugees and an end to the Israeli occupation.

Without question, Pappe's account will provoke ire from many readers; importantly, it will spark

discussion as well.Copyright Ã‚Â© Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All

rights reserved. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

"Ground breaking research into a well kept Israeli secret. A classic of historical scholarship on a

taboo subject by one of Israel's foremost New Historians." -- Ghada Karmi - Institute of Arab and

Islamic Studies, University of Exeter, England, UK"Ilan Pappe is Israel's bravest, most principled,

most incisive historian." -- John Pilger - author, journalist, and filmmaker"Leading Israeli historian

Ilan Pappe delves into his country's bloodied past in search of answers in the present." -- Morning

Star, 25 April, 2008Ground breaking research into a well kept Israeli secret. A classic of historical

scholarship on a taboo subject by one of Israel's foremost New Historians. -- Ghada Karmi - Institute

of Arab and Islamic Studies,Ilan Pappe is Israel's bravest, most principled, most incisive historian. --

John Pilger - author, journalist, and filmmakerPappe has opened up an important new line of inquiry

into the vast and fateful subject of the Palestinian refugees. His book is rewarding in other ways. It

has at times an elegiac, even sentimental, character, recalling the lost, obliterated life of the

Palestinian Arabs and imagining or regretting what Pappe believes could have been a better land of

Palestine. -- Times Literary Supplement, 04/26/2007

excellent book

Pappe is a courageous Israeli academic who refuses to close his eyes on the crimes committed by

"his people" towards the Palestinian people. His account on the Palestinian tragedy (Nakba) of

1947/8, is a must for those seeking to understand the history of the Palestinian/Israel conflict. His

book complements the seminal and earlier study by Benny Morris on the Palestinian refugees.

so that is the truth! amazing.



Fantastic, you did it again Mr. Pappe.

Great historical review of Palestine. Avmust read to understand what is happening in Palestine.

Every American should read this book. For that matter every Israeli Jew should read this book.

A great and true book. This is exactly what I heard from my parents and other family members when

we were forced to leave our city, Jaffa, in Palestine. l was six years old then. My father left his

flourishing business and went penny-less to Lebanon.

Not about to make anyone's list of "popular" themes - but well documented. Makes it easier to

understand the intractable problems of the Israeli-Palestinian impasse. One can only wonder if any

of the diplomats who spend their waking hours working on this problem have any real idea of its

history - at least this view of it. My guess is not, or, if they are aware of it, they are keeping that to

themselves.A good companion book is "Against Our Better Judgment,..>" by Allison Weir.
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